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Let’s Focus on the Positives 

It becomes obvious that children (staff) with running 
nose or cough are not present at the centre, making 
parents feeling safe to send our kids to day care. I 
think the pandemic raises our awareness of the   
importance of practising hand hygiene and social 
distancing in stop spreading virus in our                
community.     Xue 

We have really enjoyed the slower pace of life -   
going for a lot more walks / bike rides as a family and 
baking sourdough bread at home!    
 Alice 

We have spent more time as a family, and the two little brothers have become 
closer friends and played more imaginative games, and made more mess (is that a 
positive?) 

Everyone has learnt to wash their hands more frequently and properly 

The kids have new interests in working with paper (puzzles, colouring in, cards) 

The kids have tried science experiments that they saw on TV, including an          
inflated balloon-propelled car (made from cardboard boxes, toilet rolls and lots of 
trial and error), and also another experiment looking at how sugar-water (of      
various concentrations and colours) sits in layers in a jar and does not mix, if you 
layer them carefully! 

More baking experiences, and more yummy treats as a result 

More bike riding and being outdoors 

More appreciating the lovely sleepy town we live in, the trees, birds, garden 

More desire to support local businesses and local produce 

More checking in with our neighbours (we delivered chook eggs to a few         
neighbours) and more (socially distanced) chats over the fence. This highlighted 
the importance of neighbourhoods and village-style communities 

The chooks were let out to roam a lot more, which produced better eggs! 

Less use of our cars (and pollution) and less traffic! 

Become more comfortable/skilled in using digital ways of communicating 

We experienced change (which helps become more resilient) 

We have questioned if and why our (future) lives have to be so busy, and it has 
made us think about priorities rather than trying to do everything. 

We have thought more about how lucky we are (as a country, a state and as      
individuals).   Annelise 

After having a few days in isolation, I realised the 
importance of getting out and about for our mental 
health. Given we couldn't do our regular visits, I  
decided we would get out into nature. Every day, 
Michael (17 months) and I go for a walk in nature. 
We stop and look and feel the plants, listen to the 
birds, and watch the kangaroos. It has been very 
interesting for me to watch Michael's response.  
Michael is a (very) chatty boy who is often difficult to 
get to focus on one activity, but Michael sits quietly 
in the carrier and absorbs in everything around him. 
As soon as we finish the walk, he babbles away for a 
good 5-10 minutes. It has been great for me to get 
out, get some exercise, and set some time to take in 
the world. I'm looking forward to keeping it up as we 
get back into a new routine.  

 Katharine 

This crisis has impacted so many lives. If we have been lucky in staying healthy, we have to say we also desperately look forward to seeing 
the borders reopen to simply reunite with our families...! What a challenging time. 

My husband and I were suddenly required to work from home, both of us. Fortunately we just moved in our new house with plenty of 
space, so we managed to create our own temporary work environments at home. 

Fortunately again, the childcare had remained open, which has been great for us otherwise work would have been extremely challenging 
and stressful, like for many parents. 

It was not a huge change for me as I'm used to work from home some times, but more challenging for him. 

One of the positive outcomes of this new rhythm was definitely my husband's time around us, at home. Before the pandemic, he was very 
rarely at home before Martin goes to bed, and used to leave quite early in the morning: he basically barely saw his son during the week.  

Of course he had to get used to this new way of working (not easy when you are used to have your direct colleagues around you every day), 
but what he definitely enjoyed was the extra opportunities he found to share quality time with Martin, such as riding his bike with the trailer 
to drop or pick up Martin. Or simply be around for the 2h of play, dinner and bath, before working again when he's in bed.  

That brought so much joy for both, and me not being the only one doing all before bed time. My husband clearly doesn't want to go back to 
the old days as he just started slowly to return to work. Hopefully he will try to create more opportunities to spend more time at home     
during the week, but not easy given his work constraints. Let's check about it in a few months!  Flora 



Diary Dates 

Wednesday 29th July educators will come together to refresh and practice 

our CPR skills. WCCC will close at 4.30pm on both of these occasions. At this 

stage the CPR training is still going ahead, but due to the nature of the session, 

it may need to be postponed. You will, of course, be notified. 

Tuesday 2nd June will bring a parent night via ZOOM from home…. with    

Debbie Atkins, Occupational Therapist. Debbie will be presenting a session on 

Toilet Training for Young Children. The session will run from 6.45pm for a 

7.00pm start. Please see the flyer on page 6 of this newsletter. 

Staff happenings 

Tuesday 26th May was our second session with Kerra-Lee Shearer, behaviour 
specialist. After a bit of organisation we were separated into two rooms,      
ensuring we sat appropriately far apart with the ZOOM projected onto a screen 
(thank you to Sally for the loan of the projector).  

We learned about the functions of the different areas of the brain and the way 
in which the brain develops, from pre-birth through until around the age of 25 
when the brain is fully developed. We learned that even then pruning is always 
occurring and neurons being developed and refined. We also learned about 
each persons window of tolerance in the optimal arousal zone, and how to 
support children when they are hypo or hyperaroused, using different           
approaches to manage.  

Please speak with educators if you would like to know more. 

This learning will be consolidated in future sessions with Kerra-Lee.  

Thank you to Grace for providing us with an awesome dinner.  

Parent Involvement at WCCC 

The Parent Advisory Group (PAG) 

meets on Wednesdays for this    

semester, from 4.30pm to 5.30pm 

in the staff room at WCCC. 

Meetings have been on hold due to 

COVID-19 restrictions. The meeting 

on 13th May was held via ZOOM. 

To see the educator reports to PAG 

please scroll to the last pages! 

The Adelaide University Childcare 

Services Inc. Board (AUCS) May 

meeting was Monday 25th May via 

ZOOM. The parent representative 

to the Board is Sara Blake. Current 

meeting topics involve the           

Enterprise Bargaining process, and 

of course, management of the two 

AUCS Centres during COVID-19. 

To Yvette, Dennis 

and Elise (Room 3) 

on the arrival of 

Robert 

Transitions 

Due to the uncertain nature of these times, and the frequent changes that 

children have experienced recently, we have decided to postpone any 

transitions between rooms until the end of June. After this period we will 

have a better idea of what attendances in each 

room looks like, and what availability there is in 

each room.  

My children bonded further because they had 

to spend time together, they only had each 

other while they were at home, so they play 

well together again.  Aurelia has learned to 

ride her bike.  Sebastian has enjoyed being 

home schooled with his sister  Fleur 

Sabian got some daffodil bulbs from the sharing table a while back.  He has been  
asking to plant them ever since.  Some weeks ago I thought it was the good time to 
do so.  So we planted them.  He told me exactly what 
plants need to grow and made sure those things were 
all in place. Now we already have 8 daffodils popping 
up! (And 1 pea sprout which has to stay... haha)  

Sabian is super excited and checks the progress every 
day. Followed by a loud report.  

We can't wait for the beautiful flowers to come out.  

Thank you for facilitating the sharing table and   
teaching the kids about growing plants.  And thank 
you to whomever donated the bulbs. The whole   

family is loving the experience ❤      

 Army,  Sabian and family 

The Covid period has provided welcomed and 

improved work/life balance to our families life. 

The two puppy dogs and myself have also     

benefited with extra daily walks which would 

normally be left to the weekend during the cold 

and dark winter season. We have found new 

ways of keeping up communication with friends 

via online video which we would otherwise not 

do. The communication with friends online has 

been a lot more regular to stay in touch,       

especially for Jace who has video called some of 

his friends or cousins he hasn’t seen in a while.  

  Natoiya 



一 Yī  “ee” one   

二 Èr “ar”  two  

三 Sān “san” three  

四 Sì “sur” four  

五 Wǔ “oo” five  

六 Liù “lio” six  

七 Qī “chi” seven  

八 Bā “ba” eight  

九 Jiǔ “jo” nine  

十 Shí “shur” ten  

Children in all rooms are learning Mandarin as an everyday part of the educational      

programs.  Here are the numbers from one to ten. You will be able to use this when 

counting with your child. 



 

All Things Green 

In light of the positive stories received from families, I have taken the words of Liam Taylor from Planet Ark with 
some more tips on how to manage sustainably at home. 
 
Top tips for living sustainably in a new world       Author: Liam Taylor  
 
What eco-friendly activities are you getting up to from home?  
 
Through the COVID-19 pandemic, it’s estimated that over one-quarter of the world’s population has been            
restricted to spending time within the limits of their home, including entire cities, states and even countries. 
Through this process, many activities we might have previously considered ‘high-importance’ have gone out the 
window. 
Sustainable living is one area where we simply can’t afford to lose our drive. Whilst these are unprecedented times, 
it’s important for us to keep up the momentum as we build towards a future where we live in balance with nature. 
As one of Australia’s leading environmental behaviour change organisations, we pride ourselves on helping        
Australians live environmentally friendly lives and we won’t let this virus stop us from doing so. So, here’s Planet 
Ark’s top tips for living sustainable in a viral new world. 
 
Get your green thumb out 

Australians are seemingly already turning to the backyard, as sales of vegie seeds and seedlings have been sent 
soaring in recent weeks as people around the country look to start, replenish or revive their home vegie patches. 
But vegetables aren’t the only plants that can be fulfilling to grow. There are all kinds of ways you can look at  
growing something at home, including training vines to grow up a surface or starting a succulent garden. 
If you’re looking to start a vegetable garden or planter box at home, take the time to do it in a way that is            
sustainable beyond the current situation. Start small and instead of buying up seeds, tend to your space, prepare 
your soil and aim to start growing a few plants or vegetables. If you’re getting little ones involved, look through our 
gardening tips for kids. 
 
Make sure you’re recycling correctly 

With the majority of Australians spending their days at home for the foreseeable future, household waste is almost 
certain to rise. Instead of letting it get the better of you, take the extra time around home to put good systems in 
place that will help you now and in the future. Find out exactly what your local council accepts in kerbside            
recycling, work out a space to store your soft plastics to return to REDcycle drop-offs when visiting the supermarket 
and, most importantly, keep recycling to the best of your ability. Look out for the Australasian Recycling Label on 
packaging and while shopping – it’s the only evidence-based recycling label that shows you which bin to put your 
packaging in. 
For more information on recycling or to find options for e-waste, textiles and other difficult-to-recycle items, visit 
www.recyclingnearyou.com.au. 
 

Start composting 

According to findings from the National Food Waste Baseline announced in 2019, Australian households produced 
about 2.5 million tonnes of food waste in the 2016-17 year. So what can we do better? Having your own compost 
bin, compost heap, worm farm or Bokashi bucket is a cheap, rewarding way to recycle your food scraps and garden 
cuttings. Worm farms can be kept in courtyards, balconies or even inside if space is limited, and many councils and 
community gardens provide online composting and worm farming resources to help you get started.  

https://bit.ly/2wUm3mh
http://www.recyclingnearyou.com.au


 

All Things Green 

Get creative with DIY projects 

Extra time at home provides us with a fantastic opportunity to exercise some creative flair and try being more       
circular at home. Creative reuse and recycling are key elements of any circular economy and there’s no reason we 
can’t get amongst the action during our time indoors. Check out Planet Ark’s Reuse Hub for ideas and tips to get you 
started, as well as information on collaborative consumption. 
To become even more involved in the circular economy, check out our Recycled Products Directory and start buying 
back the materials you recycle to close the recycling loop! 
 

Connect with nature in new ways  

There are so many ways nature can help us through challenging times. Planet Ark research shows time in nature   
enhances and grows the key areas in life that Australians consider the most important for a fulfilling life – health, 
happiness, learning, relaxation and relationships. Whilst getting outdoors other than your own backyard is a bit 
tricky at the moment, this time gives us the opportunity to explore other means of connecting with nature and    
widening what it means to us. 
Check out some of these options: 
Take a virtual trek through Everest Base Camp, The Galapagos Islands and The Great Barrier Reef with Google Maps. 
Get involved in citizen science through projects such as birdata or the Australian Museum’s FrogID. 

 Keep the kids busy with nature activities. Planet Ark has a number of educational resources to keep kids learning, 
engaged and connected with nature.  
 

Set up a sustainable workspace 

Now that the distinction between home and office is all but gone, it’s time to make sure you are doing the type of 
sustainable activities you would do in the office at home. Simple things like putting aside printer cartridges to be   
recycled, choosing high-quality recycled office paper, and setting up extra recycling bins for items like soft plastics 
and batteries. 
Furthermore, research has shown exposure to plants in the office has a positive effect on workers by boosting mood 
and productivity. The use of wood has also proved to have similar effects. Even if you’re sitting at the dinner table or 
crammed into a study nook, incorporating house plants and wood (especially if you can see the grain!) around you 
can help you get through the day more effectively. 

 
Author: Liam Taylor 
Liam is Planet Ark's Communications Coordinator. Prior to joining Planet Ark Liam spent his time studying global   
environmental issues, travelling Southeast Asia on the cheap and working for a sustainable property management 
company in Bali, Indonesia.  

 

https://recyclingnearyou.com.au/reuse-hub/
https://recyclingnearyou.com.au/education/recycledproducts
https://www.google.com.au/maps/about/treks/#/grid
https://www.frogid.net.au/


 

Toilet Time:  Toilet Training for Young Children 

An Information Session for Parents and Carers. 

 

    Date:   Tuesday 2
nd

 June 2020  

 

    Time:   7.00 – 9.00 pm 

 

 Venue: At home! Attend via ZOOM  

 

 

Achieving independence with toileting is a milestone in any child’s 
life.  

However, toilet training takes time and there can often be challenges. 

 

This 2-hour information session will provide an introduction to toilet training  

with an overview of typical development.  There will be a range of tips shared about 
preparation and methods to set up for toilet training success.  

  

 

This information session is being facilitated by: 

Debbie Atkins, occupational therapist 

 

Debbie has over 20 years of experience working  

within a community based early intervention service in Adelaide. 

 

Debbie has a special interest in the promotion of toilet training,  

with active involvement in parent education programs  

and the development of resources to support toilet training. 

 

 ZOOM link  

 https://adelaide.zoom.us/j/97776590263?pwd=aTJ4YTVEaFVLUk55aU1GOVR3cWpkdz09  

 Meeting ID    977 7659 0263  

 Password   704236  

 

 

 

https://adelaide.zoom.us/j/97776590263?pwd=aTJ4YTVEaFVLUk55aU1GOVR3cWpkdz09


Room One  

PAG May 13th 

Room One has fortunately started to welcome the majority of the children back in recent 

weeks which has been great for all concerned. Welcome to new children Emma, Charlie 

and Anabiya.  Secure relationship building remains our core focus and for many we are ob-

serving early friendships forming between children in the older age group.  

Eunice from Room 3 will be joining us once a week in Term 2 to share a music and singing 

session with the children. We anticipate that this will be enthusiastically embraced by the 

children over the weeks.  

Many are sharing their interests in movement by riding and pushing the bikes, trucks and 

trolleys when outdoors.  

Reading and sharing books continues to be an experience that provides multiple benefits 

as children develop the rhythms and patterns of language through story and secure attach-

ments with educators.  

 

The autumn leaves and rain creating puddles have been a "hands on" source of discovery 

and sense of wonder for many. Looks like the rubber boots and wet weather gear will be 

getting considerable use in the next few months in Room One.  

Warm regards,  

Room One team 



Educator Report to families April/May 2020 

Over the last few weeks we have been welcoming back children who have been away for 

an extended period of time. New friendships are being established as well as old     

friendships are being revisited and maintained. Therefore our programme for this term is 

about being connected with and contributing to our world. Which also encompasses  

calling in creativity to problem solve, and working together. There is a display on the blue 

cupboard in Room Two of ways children have been engaged in this. Keep a look out as we 

continue to add to this.  

With the change of the season, the children have noticed a change in our environment. 

The sun going down earlier in the afternoon, or as the children say “It’s getting dark”, the 

big ornamental tree changing colour and dropping leaves, hence a large group of leaves 

had fallen into the yard.  Before the rain came last week, the children enjoyed sweeping 

them into piles and then jumping in them, throwing them in the air and watching them 

fall, and collecting them and using them in their play.  

There has been great enjoyment with puddles forming in the yard, and being able to 

splash in them. The children have also been experimenting floating different items in 

these puddles. With this comes changes of clothes, and developing self help skills.  

 

Cutting continues to be an interest in Room Two, especially after rest time. The children 

have been enjoying pushing trucks around the yard, and spending time in the adventure 

playground, and Pilyabilyangga.  



Room 3 Report to families 

 

At the beginning of Term 2 we have asked children what they would like to change 

the veranda into. They decided to change it into a Restaurant. Following their lead we have 

moved some furniture and  have decorated the veranda that provides opportunities for:   

being in a restaurant, kitchen or home. Children have been setting up the restaurant        

according their play, they have been negotiating roles, they have been pretend cooking and 

serving ‘delicious’ food. These scenarios also provide opportunities to talk about food   

choices including healthy food. 

We also reset some of the furniture in Room3 to provide opportunities for new play 

scenarios and a reading corner. 

During group times we have been looking at different type of emotions and the many 

ways we connect with ourselves and others. We have been practicing the Auslan signs for 

‘Happy’ and ‘Sad’. Children have also been learning the two words in Mandarin. 

During play children have been using words such as: playing in harmony which reflects 

to the group focus. 

Constructing and building have been still one of children’s favourite experiences     

either inside with magnets, Lego or wooden blocks or outside by creating pretend           

construction areas. Outside during these play scenarios children have been using the traffic 

cones (witches hats) to block small areas off. We have been pointing out the meanings of 

these construction signs that can be seen on the road. 

Since nearly all Room 3 children returned back to the Centre it is good to see old 

friendships re-ignited. 


